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Have a drink or a meal outside is the century lifestyle
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Do people need coffee to enjoy their day?

What keeps people going?

Why people prefer to drink or eat outside more than
stay at home?

Modern interior design

Are people attracted more to modern or old design?
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A Letter From
The Editor

Dear readers,

Nowadays, people have a different lifestyle from

each other but I could admit that everyone likes to
drink coffee. Some people drinking coffee to get

energy while others want to have a moment of joy

during the day. This month, we brought the best and
most interesting places to have a cup of coffee or a

lovely meal. Moreover, you will find topics about the
best coffee shops and restaurants in Kuwait.

If you are wondering about how to enjoy your coffee
in a modern cafe shop so you are in the right place.

You will know & see the most popular cafe’s in Kuwat.
On behalf of my team, we hope everyone sees how

much Kuwait is beautiful.

Respectfully yours,
Dalal AlSaied
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Coffee &
Restaurant

Coffee is a daily ritual in the lives of millions
around the world. The idea of instant coffee
has blossomed in 1930 by the Brazilian
government because of the huge surplus of
coffee beans.
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Introduction
Coffee is the most popular product around
the world second only to oil. People started
using coffee beans since the 15th century by
Yemenis.
They have taken the coffee beans for
Ethiopia which the motherland of coffee
treas according to the legit.

Best coffee beans in the world names

Moca which comes from Mukha in the
first place.
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The idea of restaurants didn’t
exist until the end of the 18th
century.

Restaurants
The first restaurant in Kuwait established by
Endian gay his name Abdulmuttalib Abdul
Manaf in the era of Al-Sheikh Ahmed AlJaber. With time Kuwait has the most famous
restaurants around the world. According to
the statistics, there are 111,000 restaurants
and cafe in Kuwait. They are divided
over bakeries, juices, snakes, cafes and,
restaurants.
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Cafes
Abo Nashi was the first cafe in Kuwait
than Noider cafe and Brazilian cafe. Izzat
Jaafar was the owner of Abo Nashi cafe.
He has opened the cafe in Al-Mubarikih
Souq in 1943. He was served tea, water,
Arabic coffee and, Brazilian coffee.

Outside Mood
These days people prefer to have a drink
or a meal outside more than staying at
home. This kind of lifestyle has come
from several reasons such as time,
technology, education and, fast food.
Restaurants have made people live much
easier especially for working mothers
and students.

How
coffee has
has
How coffee

affected people’s
affected
people’s life
life

Nawadays?
nowadays?
Energy

Burn Fat

Reduced risk of
Type 2 diabetes

Make you Happy

Even a bad cup of coffee is better
than no coffee at all.

Lynch
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What keeps
people going?
As we can see people keep going to the
cafe’s all-time it’s about their lifestyle
not because they are lazy. Cafe’s have
made their lives much better by counter
serves.
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C

ounter serves

The counter serves idea was founded in

1940 by Richard James and Maurice James
McDonald. they have bought the idea and
started in San Bernardino, California. At first,
they were selling Big mac and Mac chicken.
The menu was limited which include french

To go
However, in counter serves restaurants and
cafes you don’t have to has a reservation to
enjoy your afternoon coffee or midnight
meal. All you want are to have a ride and pick
up your food.

fried and cola with meals.

L imited menu

Cheap

Moreover, counter serves have a limited

You don’t have to pay much for a fast

menu which gives limited food options. In

food meal or a cup of coffee. The best

the cafe’s most popular drinks are mocha,

thing in counter serves restaurants or

espresso, tea, latte, and Farappicano. On

cafe’s they are cheap and clean. You can

the other hand, the restaurant sells burger,

get whatever you want in less than 10

french fried, pizza, and fried chicken.

munites which are fast and tasty.
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Testy
No one can eat or drink anything without
flavor. When people order their own coffee
some add flavors such as caramel, hazelnut,
chocolate, and raspberry. Also with the food,
they add mayo, catchup, and mastered.

Busy to cook

Most of the time people feel busy to cook

their meals. They work for long hours which
are made them completely tired. instead of
having to spend time in your kitchen and at
a grocery store preparing a meal you can
spend minutes at a fast-food restaurant and
get a full meal.

Served
with
Served with
Love

https://www.instagram.com/mukhacoffee/
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Best cafe’s in
town
Town
We have visited the most popular cafe’s in Kuwait and we have asked them about
what makes there coffee different.

The Blind Panda
Established in 2017, The blind panda a coffee bar
located in Sharq, Kuwait City. They are serving
coffee, ice cream, sandwich, and snacks. Also, they
have a track for catering so if you have plans for a
gathering The Blind Panda is a very good choice.

La Rosa
La Rosa is a coffee bar and bakery located
in Kuwait city next Crystal Tower. They sell
coffee and cake. La Rosa has opened at the
end of 2018 in Kuwait.
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Mood
Mood Cafe has opened at the end of 2016.
They sell Ethiopian coffee beans, coffee, and
snacks. Their location is in Sharq and they
have a store in Abu Dhabi.

CAF
CAF Cafe has established in 2016. The Cafe is
one of the splashiest in serving black coffee
and red velvet coffee. Also, their menu includes
sandwiches and snacks. they have a different
location in Kuwait( Airport, Gust University, and
Jabriya)

Doh!
Doh!is a local new brand has been in Kuwait since
2017, they are selling donuts and coffees.
They are selling donuts with many different
flavors and options to choose from such as “kinder
Munchkins” .
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Modren interior
design
In today’s modern era people care
about the interior design of the cafe
or the restaurant. In the past, no one
gave attention but with time people
become more interested in visual.

Modern design is a designated time period,
from the early to mid-20th century. It
refers to the reflection of the modern art
movement.
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In Kuwait, you could find both counters

serves and modern design in one place.
In Shuwaikh there are so many modern
cafes and restaurants which have a
good location, product, and decoration.
Shuwaikh Market is the best choice for
college students and workers. There are
different stores in Shuwaikh Market such
as gyms, cafes, restaurants, clothes, and
electronics.

However, there are some art galleries
and companies. In art galleries, you could
find several kinds of art such as Islamic,
sculpture, and modern. 13 Manifesto and
Wajah Art are giving classes in art.
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A restaurant on the moon
could not have had less
atmosphere.

Slider Station
Slider Station is a dining restaurant
has been in Kuwait since 2007.
Their best-sellers are a commando
fries, the big loop, and black pepper
tenderloin lollipops.

“Tell me what you eat, and
I will tell you what you
Anthelme Brillat-Savarin

“Good food ends with good”
Geoffrey Neighor
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D ifferent places
Kuwait City is the capital and the heart of Kuwait. There are so many towers that have
restaurants and cafes inside it such as Crystal, Kipco, and Al Hamra. Also, there are outdoor
places like Alshaheed Park, Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Culture Center, and Somo in AlMubarakiya old market.

Breakfast
Club
Opened in 2011, Breakfast club
serves Italian, American, and
European. They have 3 restaurants in
different locations, Also, they have
expanded to the Kingdom of Bahrain
in 2016, Qatar, and finally in Dubai in
2019.
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BUN
Kitchen
Has started in 2016 as a food tack
then opened in Shwaika Market. BUN
is, especially in street food. they have
a limited menu include burgers, fries,
and soft drinks.

Little

Ruby’s

Little Ruby’s is located in Sharq, Kuwait
City. They start serves at 12 Pm till
midnight. The menu has several kinds
of for like burgers, sandwiches, salads,
plates of pasta, steaks, drinks, and
disseat.

CENTURY
LIFESTYLE
Century Lifestyle is a magazine
design to inspire people on
how amazing is Kuwait & how
people live their lives in the city.
It is a lifestyle magazine that
features information about cafes,
restaurants &Kuwaiti culture.
Special thanks for the photographer
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